
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
This Agreement was last revised on December 12th, 2023. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Greetings and welcome to the "Socialtradehub.com" website.  

Your access and utilization of our services through this website indicate your 

acceptance of the outlined Terms and Conditions. These terms form a legally 

binding agreement between you and us and encompass our Privacy Policy. Please 

note that these terms may undergo periodic updates, with or without prior notice 

to you. It is vital that you carefully read, comprehend, and agree to these terms 

before using the website. If you do not consent to any of these terms, kindly 

refrain from using the website. 

2. DEFINITIONS 
• Agreement: The collective reference to this set of Terms and Conditions, the 

Privacy Policy, and any supplementary documents furnished to you by the 
Website. 

• User/You/Your: Any individual accessing or utilizing services offered by us 
through the Website. 

• We/Us/Our: References to Social Trade Hub (“Socialtradehub.com”), the entity 
providing the services through the Website. Managed by Social Trade Hub Inc. 

• Website: Encompasses "Socialtradehub.com" and any subsequent website, 
website, or affiliates that may succeed or relate to it. 

• User Account: An electronic account established for a user, facilitating access to 
various services available through the Website. 

• Access: Refers to the act of entering, using, or interacting with the Website and its 
services. 

• Service: Denotes the range of offerings, features, or facilities available through 
the Website. 

• Availing Services: Utilizing or making use of the features, functionalities, or 
offerings provided by the Website. 

• Electronic Account: An account established digitally for the purpose of engaging 
with the Website's services. 



• Successor Website/Websites: Any website or application that may follow, 
replace, or be associated with the current " Socialtradehub.com " platform. 

• Affiliates: Entities, companies, or partners associated or connected in some 
capacity to Social Trade Hub or the Website. 

• Documented Information: Refers to written, electronic, or visual materials that 
form part of the Agreement, including but not limited to Terms and Conditions, 
Privacy Policy, and supplementary documentation. 

• Transactional Services: Any services provided through the Website that involve 
financial transactions, exchanges, or dealings. 

• Utilization: The act of making practical use of services, features, or functionalities 
provided by the Website. 

• Legal Obligation: Refers to the binding nature of the Agreement, indicating the 
legally enforceable terms and conditions governing the use of the Website and its 
services. 

3. INTERPRETATION 
• The use of the singular form includes the plural form, and vice versa. The term 

"includes" should be understood as "without limitation."  

• Words referring to a specific gender also encompass all other genders.  

• References to statutes, ordinances, or other laws include all related regulations, 
instruments, consolidations, amendments, re-enactments, or replacements that 
are currently in effect.  

• Headings, bold text, and italics (if any) are provided for convenience and do not 
define, limit, or affect the meaning or interpretation of the terms in this 
Agreement. 

4. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 
• Scope. These Terms pertain to your use of the Website and its associated 

Services. However, they do not encompass Third-Party Products or Services, 
which are regulated by their respective terms of service. 
 

• Eligibility: Certain Services available through the Website are limited to 
individuals aged at least 18 years, not suspended, or excluded from our system 
for any cause. 
 



• Electronic Communication: Your utilization of this Website or transmission of 
emails and other electronic correspondences from your computer or mobile 
device to us constitutes electronic communication. By doing so, you agree to 
receive electronic communications from us in a similar format and affirm your 
ability to retain copies of these communications for personal records. 

5. SERVICES 

Welcome to Social Trade Hub, an innovative copy trading solution revolutionizing 

the world of financial markets. Our platform seamlessly integrates the power of 

Telegram signals with MetaTrader, offering users an unparalleled automated 

trading experience. 

At Social Trade Hub, we pride ourselves on being at the forefront of the copy 

trading domain. Our platform stands out for its unparalleled speed and efficiency, 

facilitated by our cutting-edge Hub service. Unlike other solutions, our technology 

operates swiftly and directly, eliminating the need for a Virtual Private Server 

(VPS), ensuring reliability and convenience for our users. 

6. MODIFICATIONS TO THE SERVICE  
Your engagement with this Website or the sending of emails and other electronic 
correspondences from your computer or mobile device to us constitutes 
electronic communication. Through this action, you consent to receiving 
electronic communications from us in a comparable format and acknowledge 
your capability to save copies of these communications for personal 
documentation. 

7. ACCOUNT 
a) To access the website and take part in lottery number setting or guessing 

activities, you may need to establish a user account. It's essential to furnish 

accurate and comprehensive details during the registration process. 

b) It's your responsibility to safeguard your account credentials' confidentiality and 

ensure your account's security. You commit not to disclose your account 

information or permit unauthorized access to your account. 



c) You recognize that you bear sole responsibility for any actions conducted under 

your account. Social Trade Hub holds no liability for any losses or harm resulting 

from unauthorized access or utilization of your account. 

8. USER CONTENT 

A. Content Responsibility.  

The Website empowers you to contribute various forms of content and feedback. 
Nevertheless, you assume sole responsibility for the content you submit, thereby 
affirming that you possess the requisite permissions to utilize such content. 

When sharing content via the Website, it's important to abstain from offering 
material falling within the subsequent categories: 

• Material containing disrespectful, offensive, racist, or hateful language, or 
featuring text, images, or illustrations that are pornographic or considered in poor 
taste. This includes refraining from launching inflammatory attacks on personal, 
racial, or religious grounds. 

• Content that is defamatory, threatening, disparaging, highly inflammatory, false, 
misleading, fraudulent, inaccurate, unfair, or includes exaggerated or 
unsubstantiated claims. 

• Content intruding upon the privacy rights of any third party, unduly harmful or 
offensive to any individual or community. 

• Material discriminating based on race, religion, nationality, gender, age, marital 
status, sexual orientation, or disability, or referencing such matters in a manner 
prohibited by law. 

• Content violating or advocating the violation of any local, state, federal, or 
international law, rule, regulation, or ordinance. 

• Attempting to access another user's account, password, service, or system 
without explicit permission as provided in the Terms and Conditions. 

• Uploading or transmitting viruses or any other harmful, disruptive, or destructive 
files. 

• Sending repetitive messages concerning another user, making derogatory or 
offensive comments about an individual, or reposting the same message under 
various emails or subjects. 



We retain the right to decline content submitted under these parameters. In 
cases of recurring breaches, we may take measures to terminate a user's access 
to the Website without prior notice. 

9. SIGNAL LATENCY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
Users engaging with the Social Trade Hub platform recognize and accept that the 
duration taken for signals to transmit from Telegram to the MetaTrader platform 
can fluctuate. This variability in transmission time is subject to multiple factors, 
including but not limited to the speed of the internet connection utilized, 
potential delays within the Telegram server infrastructure, and prevailing market 
conditions affecting data transfer. 

Social Trade Hub is committed to minimizing latency in signal transmission, 
striving for prompt and efficient replication from Telegram to MetaTrader. 
However, users acknowledge and agree that despite the platform's efforts, the 
system cannot ensure real-time replication of signals due to the inherent 
complexities and external factors affecting data transmission. 

Understanding these factors, users engaging with Social Trade Hub acknowledge 
that while the platform aims for minimal latency, the variations in transmission 
times may occur and are beyond the platform's absolute control. Therefore, users 
accept that the timing of signal replication may vary and agree not to hold Social 
Trade Hub liable for any discrepancies in signal transmission time that may impact 
trading outcomes. 

10. HUB SERVICE PERFORMANCE DISCLAIMER 
Social Trade Hub operates its Hub service with the primary goal of facilitating 
swift and efficient trade executions for its users. The platform endeavors to 
maintain a high-performance standard, ensuring rapid execution of trades as 
signaled by Telegram onto the MetaTrader platform. 

Users engaging with Social Trade Hub acknowledge and understand that while the 
platform strives for optimal performance, certain situations beyond the 
platform's immediate control may impact the Hub service. These instances 
include but are not limited to: 
 



• System Maintenance: Scheduled maintenance activities aimed at enhancing 
platform functionality or resolving technical issues may temporarily affect the 
Hub service's performance. During such periods, users may experience limitations 
or delays in trade executions. 

• External Network Disruptions: Unforeseen disruptions within external networks, 
including internet service providers or telecommunication infrastructures, can 
influence the Hub service's ability to execute trades promptly. These disruptions 
might lead to intermittent connectivity issues affecting the trading process. 

• Unforeseen Technical Issues: Despite meticulous design and ongoing monitoring, 
unforeseen technical glitches or issues may arise within the platform or its 
integrated systems. Such occurrences could impact the Hub service's 
performance temporarily. 

By acknowledging these possibilities, users agree that Social Trade Hub cannot 
guarantee uninterrupted or flawless performance of the Hub service at all times. 
While the platform is dedicated to swiftly addressing any issues that arise, users 
accept the inherent unpredictability of technological systems and agree not to 
hold Social Trade Hub liable for any temporary disruptions or performance 
variations affecting trade executions. 

11. NO LIABILITY FOR SIGNAL PROVIDER ACCURACY 
Users utilizing Social Trade Hub acknowledge that the platform's role primarily 
involves facilitating the replication of signals from Telegram onto the MetaTrader 
platform. However, users explicitly understand and agree that the accuracy and 
reliability of signals sourced from third-party providers on Telegram are beyond 
Social Trade Hub's sphere of influence and control. 

Social Trade Hub acts as a conduit for signal transmission and replication, 
recognizing and acknowledging the diverse nature of signal providers on 
Telegram. Users explicitly understand and accept that Social Trade Hub does not 
exert direct control over the precision, timeliness, or dependability of signals 
generated or disseminated by these external providers. 

Users engaging with Social Trade Hub expressly agree that any losses incurred due 
to inaccuracies, delays, or inconsistencies in the signals provided by third-party 
sources on Telegram are not the responsibility or liability of Social Trade Hub. The 
platform disclaims any accountability or financial responsibility for adverse 



trading outcomes resulting from inaccurate, delayed, or unreliable signals sourced 
from external providers on Telegram. 

By acknowledging this clause, users acknowledge and accept that Social Trade 
Hub's role is limited to signal replication and transmission, with no direct control 
over the accuracy or reliability of signals sourced from external providers. Users 
agree not to hold Social Trade Hub accountable or liable for any losses arising 
from discrepancies in signal accuracy or timeliness from third-party sources on 
Telegram. 

12. USER CONFIGURATION RESPONSIBILITY 
Users engaging with Social Trade Hub acknowledge and accept their sole 
responsibility for configuring and maintaining the accuracy and appropriateness 
of settings within the platform. While Social Trade Hub provides tools, features, 
and guidance, users understand that the platform's functionality primarily relies 
on the settings and parameters chosen by individual users. 

Social Trade Hub is designed to offer users a range of customizable settings and 
tools aimed at enhancing their trading experience. However, users explicitly 
acknowledge that the platform's guidance or suggestions regarding settings, risk 
parameters, or signal compatibility are provided for informational purposes only. 
The ultimate responsibility for configuring these settings in alignment with their 
trading strategy and risk tolerance lies solely with the user. 

Users acknowledge that Social Trade Hub may provide assistance or guidelines for 
optimal configuration, but the platform cannot guarantee the accuracy or 
suitability of user-configured settings. Therefore, users agree to verify and 
validate their selected settings, including risk parameters, signal compatibility, 
and any other relevant configurations, to ensure alignment with their individual 
trading preferences and strategies. 

By acknowledging this clause, users understand that any financial outcomes 
resulting from inaccuracies, incompatibilities, or unsuitability of user-configured 
settings within Social Trade Hub are the sole responsibility of the user. Users 
agree not to hold Social Trade Hub accountable for any trading decisions made 
based on their chosen configurations within the platform. 

13. PAYMENT PROCESS 



• Order Placement: When placing an order or subscribing to services through the 
Website, you agree to provide accurate and complete information necessary for 
the transaction or subscription. This includes but is not limited to product or 
service specifications, billing details, and any other pertinent information required 
for processing the order or subscription. 

• Payment Authorization: By initiating a purchase, subscription, or transaction 
through the Website, you authorize the payment for the selected product, 
service, or subscription plan using the designated payment method. You confirm 
that you are the authorized user of the chosen payment method and have 
sufficient funds or credit availability to complete the transaction. 

• Subscription Services: Subscribing to services through the Website may involve 
recurring payments at specified intervals, as outlined in the subscription plan. By 
subscribing, you consent to recurring billing according to the selected subscription 
plan. 

• Subscription Renewal and Billing: Subscription plans are typically set to 
automatically renew unless canceled. You agree to the automatic renewal of 
subscription services and authorize the Website to bill the designated payment 
method for the applicable subscription fees at the specified intervals. 

• Cancellation of Subscription: To cancel a subscription, you must follow the 
cancellation procedures specified within the Website or contact customer 
support. Cancellation requests should be submitted before the next billing cycle 
to avoid additional charges. 

• Refund Policy for Subscriptions: Refunds for subscription services may be subject 
to the Website's specified refund policy. Please refer to the provided refund 
policy or contact customer support for inquiries regarding refunds or subscription 
cancellations. 

• Currency, Pricing, and Billing Disputes: All prices displayed for subscriptions or 
services on the Website are in the designated currency and inclusive of applicable 
taxes or fees unless otherwise stated. Pricing information is subject to change, 
and any alterations will be reflected on the Website. In the event of billing 
discrepancies or disputes related to subscription charges, promptly contact 
customer support for resolution. 

• Compliance with Subscription Terms: Your subscription and payment for services 
through the Website signify your acknowledgment and adherence to the provided 



subscription terms, payment policies, and cancellation guidelines outlined by the 
Website. 

14. GENERAL CONDITIONS 

• The accuracy, completeness, validity, or timeliness of the information provided by 
us cannot be guaranteed. 

• In the event of significant changes to these terms and conditions, we may notify 
you through prominent postings or via email communication. 

• The Website is licensed to you on a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-
sublicensable basis, solely for your personal, private, and non-commercial use in 
connection with the Service. This license is subject to all the terms and conditions 
of this Agreement as they pertain to the Service. 

• You acknowledge and agree that we have no obligation to provide any 
maintenance or support services for the website. 

• You acknowledge and agree that we are not responsible for addressing any claims 
you or any third party may have regarding the Website. 

• Social Trade Hub reserves the right to suspend or terminate your usage or access 
to the platform or system. 

• Social Trade Hub is not responsible for your use of the services or the actions of 
other users with whom you interact or exchange information. 

• Social Trade Hub is also not responsible for the activities or legal consequences of 
using the website in jurisdictions that may criminalize or restrict such interactions. 
You are responsible for making informed decisions about using the website in 
your location and assessing any potential adverse consequences. 

15. LIMITATION OF VPS REQUIREMENT 
Social Trade Hub distinguishes itself by providing users with a trading platform 
that eliminates the necessity for a Virtual Private Server (VPS) for trade execution. 
Users engaging with Social Trade Hub acknowledge and appreciate the platform's 
commitment to facilitating direct connectivity between Telegram signals and 
MetaTrader without relying on a separate VPS infrastructure. 

owever, users recognize and accept that despite the platform's efforts to ensure 
direct connectivity, certain external factors and system requirements beyond 
Social Trade Hub's immediate control may occasionally affect trade execution. 



Occasional network fluctuations, technical anomalies, or unforeseen system 
requirements in the broader technological environment might impact the 
seamless execution of trades, albeit temporarily. While Social Trade Hub aims to 
provide a streamlined trading experience, users acknowledge that external 
factors such as fluctuations in internet connectivity or unforeseen technical 
demands may influence the platform's ability to execute trades promptly. 

By acknowledging this clause, users understand that while Social Trade Hub 
endeavors to eliminate the need for a VPS and aims for direct connectivity, 
occasional disruptions due to external factors beyond the platform's control may 
occur. Users agree not to hold Social Trade Hub responsible for any temporary 
limitations or trade execution issues arising from these external factors. 

16. THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATION 
Social Trade Hub reserves the right to integrate third-party tools or Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs) within the platform to augment and enrich the 
overall user experience. Users engaging with Social Trade Hub acknowledge and 
understand that these integrations are offered "as-is" and are subject to the 
terms and conditions set forth by the respective third-party services. 

Users explicitly acknowledge that any utilization or reliance upon these integrated 
third-party services within Social Trade Hub is at their discretion and risk. Social 
Trade Hub provides no explicit or implicit guarantees regarding the functionality, 
reliability, or performance of these integrated third-party tools or APIs. 

By acknowledging this clause, users agree that Social Trade Hub bears no 
responsibility or liability for the functionality, accuracy, security, or performance 
of these integrated third-party services. Users understand that their use of these 
services within Social Trade Hub is subject to the terms and conditions specified 
by the third-party providers, and any issues or discrepancies arising from these 
integrations are beyond the direct control or accountability of Social Trade Hub. 

17. SIGNAL PROVIDER COMPATIBILITY 
Users engaging with Social Trade Hub acknowledge and recognize the diverse 
nature of signals provided by various signal providers on Telegram. They 
understand and accept that signal replication compatibility within the platform 



may vary due to the varying formats, frequencies, or types of signals generated by 
different providers. 

Social Trade Hub strives to offer a platform that accommodates a wide array of 
signal formats and types to facilitate signal replication onto MetaTrader. 
However, users explicitly understand and acknowledge that the platform cannot 
assure compatibility with all signal formats or providers due to the diverse nature 
of signals available on Telegram. 

Users acknowledge that signal replication within Social Trade Hub is subject to 
limitations based on the signal provider's format, frequency of transmission, or 
specific types of signals. While the platform endeavors to accommodate diverse 
signals, users understand that the compatibility of certain signal formats or 
providers cannot be guaranteed. 

By acknowledging this clause, users agree that while Social Trade Hub aims to 
facilitate signal replication from various providers, the platform does not ensure 
compatibility with all signal formats or providers. Users acknowledge the inherent 
variability and accept that the platform may not support certain signal types or 
formats, and they agree not to hold Social Trade Hub accountable for any 
limitations in signal compatibility. 

18. DYNAMIC MARKET CONDITIONS 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
Users engaging with Social Trade Hub recognize and understand the dynamic 
nature of financial markets, characterized by inherent volatility and rapid 
fluctuations in trading conditions. They explicitly acknowledge that these dynamic 
market conditions have the potential to significantly impact the performance of 
automated trades facilitated by the platform. Social Trade Hub is designed to 
adapt to varying market dynamics and endeavors to optimize trade executions in 
response to changing market conditions. However, users acknowledge and accept 
that despite the platform's efforts, extreme or unforeseen market fluctuations 
may occur, impacting the performance of automated trades. 

Users explicitly acknowledge that during periods of heightened market volatility 
or unexpected market movements, the performance of automated trades 
facilitated by Social Trade Hub may be affected. They understand and accept that 
these fluctuations can lead to variations in trade outcomes and that consistent 



results cannot be guaranteed during such extreme or unpredictable market 
conditions. 

By acknowledging this clause, users agree that while Social Trade Hub aims to 
adapt to market dynamics, the platform cannot ensure consistent trade 
performance during extreme or unforeseen market fluctuations. Users accept the 
inherent risks associated with dynamic market conditions and agree not to hold 
Social Trade Hub accountable for any fluctuations in trade outcomes arising from 
these market conditions. 

19. LIMITED GUARANTEE 
Through the Website:  

• We offer you the opportunity to access the services provided by our Website.  
• We do not warrant or guarantee the accuracy, completeness, reliability, currency, 

or error-free nature of the service descriptions. If a service provided by the 
Website does not match its description, your sole recourse is to inform us so that 
appropriate measures can be taken. 

20. GEOGRAPHIC RESTRICTION 
We reserve the right, but not the obligation, to limit the usage or supply of any 
service to any person, geographic region, or jurisdiction. We may use this right as 
per necessity. We reserve the right to suspend any Service at any time. Any offer 
to provide any Service made on this Website is invalid where banned. 

21. USER RESPONSIBILITIES 
• You shall use the Service and Website for a lawful purpose and comply with all 

the applicable laws while using the Website; 

• You shall not use or access the Website for collecting any market research for 
some competing business; 

• You shall not misrepresent or impersonate any person or entity for any false or 
illegal purpose; 

• You will not use any device, scraper, or any automated thing to access the 
Website by any means without taking permission. 



• You will inform us about anything that is inappropriate or  you can inform us if 
you find something illegal; 

• You will not interfere with or try to interrupt the proper operation of the Website 
through the use of any virus, device, information collection or transmission 
mechanism, software or routine, or access or try to gain access to any data, files, 
or passwords connected to the Website through hacking, password or data 
mining, or any other means; 

• You will not cover, obscure, block, or in any way interfere with any 
advertisements and/or safety features (e.g., report abuse button) on the 
Website;    

• You will let us know about the unsuitable content of which you become aware.  If 
you discover something that infringes any law, please let us know, and we’ll 
review it. 

• You agree to comply with all applicable domestic laws, statutes, ordinances, and 
regulations regarding your use of our Website. We reserve the right to investigate 
complaints or reported violations of our Terms and to take any action we deem 
appropriate, including but not limited to canceling your user account, reporting 
any suspected unlawful activity to law enforcement officials, regulators, or other 
third parties 

We reserve the right, in our sole and absolute discretion, to deny you access to 
the Website or any service, or any portion of the Website or service, without 
notice, and to remove any content. 

22. USER SIGNAL VERIFICATION 
Social Trade Hub encourages users to actively engage in the verification of signals 
received on the MetaTrader platform by cross-referencing them with the original 
source on Telegram. Users are advised and empowered to verify the accuracy and 
authenticity of signals before initiating any trade actions within the platform. 

While Social Trade Hub endeavors to ensure accurate replication of signals from 
Telegram to MetaTrader, users acknowledge and accept their pivotal role in 
independently verifying the signals before making trading decisions. The platform 
aims to provide a reliable signal replication service; however, users understand 
the potential for discrepancies that may occur during signal transmission or 
replication. 



Users are encouraged to exercise due diligence by confirming signal consistency 
and accuracy between the original source on Telegram and the replicated signals 
displayed on the MetaTrader platform. They acknowledge that this verification 
process is crucial in ensuring the reliability and precision of signals before 
executing trades within Social Trade Hub. 

By acknowledging this clause, users affirm their understanding of the importance 
of signal verification and agree to take responsibility for confirming signal 
accuracy before engaging in any trading activities within the platform. Social 
Trade Hub encourages users to prioritize signal validation to make informed 
trading decisions and agrees not to hold the platform liable for any discrepancies 
in signals that could impact trading outcomes. 

23. TRADING PLATFORM COMPATIBILITY 
Users engaging with Social Trade Hub acknowledge and recognize that the 
platform is specifically designed and optimized for operation within the 
MetaTrader environment. Users explicitly understand and accept that Social 
Trade Hub's functionalities and operations are exclusive to the MetaTrader 
platform and may not extend compatibility to other trading platforms or versions. 

Social Trade Hub is engineered to seamlessly integrate with MetaTrader, offering 
a range of features and tools tailored to enhance the trading experience within 
this specific environment. However, users acknowledge that the platform's 
compatibility and functionality are confined to the MetaTrader ecosystem and 
may not extend to alternative trading platforms or different versions of 
MetaTrader. 

Users explicitly understand that attempting to utilize Social Trade Hub outside of 
the MetaTrader environment may result in compatibility issues or lack of 
functionality. Social Trade Hub does not guarantee or warrant compatibility, 
functionality, or performance outside of the designated MetaTrader platform. 

By acknowledging this clause, users agree that Social Trade Hub is exclusively 
designed for operation within the MetaTrader environment. Users understand 
and accept that attempting to use the platform with other trading platforms or 
versions beyond MetaTrader may result in compatibility challenges or diminished 
functionality, for which Social Trade Hub holds no responsibility or liability. 



24. EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY 
We are not responsible for any delays or errors that occur due to circumstances 
beyond our control (Force Majeure). These circumstances may include labor 
disputes, fires, wars, government decisions, or failure of delivery from other 
users. 

You acknowledge and agree that: 

a) We do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, validity, or timeliness of the 
information provided by us or any third parties, and 

b) We are not responsible for any materials posted by us or any third party. You 
should use your own judgment, caution, and common sense when evaluating any 
methods, offers, or information provided by us or any third party. 

Furthermore, we shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential, or any 
other form of loss or damage that may be incurred by a user through the use of 
Social Trade Hub, including loss of data, information, financial loss, or physical 
damage. 

In no event shall Social Trade Hub, its owners, directors, employees, partners, 
agents, suppliers, or affiliates be held accountable for any indirect, incidental, 
special, consequential, or exemplary costs, including but not limited to loss of 
revenue, data, usage, goodwill, or other intangible losses resulting from: 

o your use or inability to access or use the Service, 
o any conduct or content of any third party on the Service, or 
o unauthorized access, use, or alteration of your transmissions or content, whether 

based on warranty, contract, tort (including negligence), or any other legal theory, 
even if we have been advised of the possibility of such damages. 

25. SIGNAL LOSS PREVENTION 
Social Trade Hub implements measures aimed at minimizing signal loss during the 
replication process from Telegram to MetaTrader. However, users engaging with 
the platform acknowledge and understand that despite these efforts, external 
factors beyond the platform's control may occasionally lead to missed signals or 
delayed replication. 

Users explicitly acknowledge that external factors, including but not limited to: 



• Internet Disruptions: Interruptions or fluctuations in internet connectivity can 
impact the seamless transmission of signals from Telegram to MetaTrader, 
potentially resulting in missed signals or delays in replication. 

• Server Outages: Unforeseen server outages, whether related to the platform's 
infrastructure or third-party service providers, can temporarily disrupt signal 
transmission and replication, leading to potential signal loss. 

• Platform Updates: Periodic updates or maintenance activities undertaken by 
Social Trade Hub or its service providers may temporarily affect signal replication, 
potentially resulting in missed signals or delayed transmission. 

Users acknowledge their responsibility in mitigating the risks associated with 
these external factors. Despite Social Trade Hub's efforts to minimize signal loss, 
users understand that occasional missed signals or delays in replication may occur 
due to unforeseen circumstances beyond the platform's immediate control. 

By acknowledging this clause, users agree that while Social Trade Hub endeavors 
to prevent signal loss, external factors such as internet disruptions, server 
outages, or platform updates may lead to missed signals or delayed replication. 
Users accept their responsibility for managing these risks and understand that 
Social Trade Hub is not liable for any adverse outcomes resulting from such 
occurrences. 

26. AUTOMATED TRADING ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
Users engaging with Social Trade Hub acknowledge and comprehend that the 
platform's primary function involves facilitating automated trading operations 
based on signals received from Telegram. While Social Trade Hub streamlines and 
automates the trading process, users explicitly understand and accept that 
various factors, including market volatility and unforeseen circumstances, may 
influence and impact trading outcomes. 

Social Trade Hub operates by replicating signals received from Telegram onto the 
MetaTrader platform, aiming to execute trades swiftly and efficiently. However, 
users acknowledge that the dynamic nature of financial markets introduces 
inherent volatility and unpredictability, which can significantly affect trading 
results. 

Users understand and accept that despite the platform's efforts to automate 
trading operations, the influence of market fluctuations, unexpected events, or 



sudden changes in trading conditions can lead to variations in trading outcomes. 
They recognize that market dynamics are beyond the platform's immediate 
control and may impact the success or failure of automated trades. 

By acknowledging this clause, users agree that while Social Trade Hub facilitates 
automated trading operations, market volatility and unforeseen circumstances 
may affect trading results. Users understand and accept the inherent risks 
associated with automated trading and agree not to hold Social Trade Hub 
accountable for fluctuations or losses resulting from market dynamics or 
unforeseen events impacting trading outcomes. 

27. RISK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL 
Within Social Trade Hub, automated trade securing mechanisms are integrated to 
manage risk by initiating actions upon reaching specified profit targets (TP). Users 
engaging with the platform acknowledge and appreciate the significance of 
setting appropriate profit target levels as part of the risk management strategy. 

Social Trade Hub's risk management features are designed to automatically 
secure trades upon hitting predefined profit targets, aiming to safeguard gains 
and optimize risk control. However, users explicitly understand and accept that 
these automated risk management features serve as guidelines rather than 
absolute guarantees of trade outcomes. 

Users acknowledge the importance of configuring and maintaining appropriate 
profit target levels aligned with their trading strategies and risk tolerance. While 
Social Trade Hub's risk management mechanisms aim to assist in mitigating risk 
exposure, users recognize that market conditions and unexpected fluctuations 
may impact the effectiveness of these automated features. 

By acknowledging this clause, users agree that while Social Trade Hub 
incorporates automated risk management protocols, the platform's risk 
management features are intended as tools to guide trade decisions. Users 
understand that the effectiveness of these features may be influenced by market 
conditions and variations, and they accept responsibility for configuring and 
adjusting profit target levels according to their individual risk preferences and 
trading strategies. 

28. NO RESPONSIBILITY 



We shall not be held responsible for: 

• Any losses incurred by you due to inaccurate or incomplete information 
submitted by you through our Website. 

• Any losses incurred by you due to your inability to access or use our Website at 
any given time. 

• Any errors or omissions present in our Website. 

• Any unauthorized access or loss of personal information that is beyond our 
control. 

29. SPAM POLICY 

The usage of the Website or any of our Services for illegal spam activities, such as 
gathering email addresses and personal information from others or sending mass 
commercial emails, is strictly prohibited. 

30. SIGNAL RELIABILITY DISCLAIMER 

Users engaging with Social Trade Hub acknowledge and comprehend the 
platform's commitment to delivering accurate and timely signals from Telegram 
to MetaTrader. However, users explicitly acknowledge and accept that despite 
the platform's endeavors, signal delivery may be susceptible to external factors 
beyond the immediate control of Social Trade Hub. 

Social Trade Hub aims to relay signals promptly and accurately from Telegram to 
MetaTrader to facilitate seamless trading operations. However, users recognize 
and understand that signal delivery reliability may be influenced by various 
external factors, including: 

• Internet Connectivity: Variations or disruptions in internet connectivity can 
impact the timely transmission of signals, potentially leading to delays or 
inconsistencies in signal delivery. 

• Telegram API Changes: Alterations or updates to the Telegram API, the interface 
through which signals are transmitted, may occasionally affect signal delivery or 
the platform's ability to replicate signals accurately. 

• Signal Provider Inconsistencies: Variations or inconsistencies in signals provided 
by third-party signal providers on Telegram may occasionally affect the reliability 
or accuracy of signals relayed to MetaTrader. 



Users acknowledge that while Social Trade Hub strives for signal reliability, these 
external factors may occasionally impact the consistent and accurate delivery of 
signals. They understand and accept that these factors are beyond the immediate 
control of Social Trade Hub and may affect the reliability or timeliness of signal 
delivery to MetaTrader. 

By acknowledging this clause, users agree that while Social Trade Hub aims for 
signal reliability, external factors such as internet connectivity, Telegram API 
changes, or signal provider variations may occasionally influence the consistency 
and accuracy of signal delivery. Users accept the inherent variability in signal 
delivery and agree not to hold Social Trade Hub accountable for any discrepancies 
or delays arising from these external factors. 

31. THIRD-PARTY LINKS 
The Website may contain links to external or third-party websites ("External 
Sites"). These links are provided solely for your convenience and should not be 
interpreted as an endorsement by us of the content on such External Sites. The 
content on these External Sites is created and maintained by others. If you choose 
to access these External Sites, you will be directed to the respective site 
administrator. We are not responsible for the content provided on any External 
Sites and make no representations regarding the accuracy or reliability of the 
information found on such External Sites. It is important to exercise caution when 
downloading files from these websites to protect your computer from viruses and 
other harmful programs. By accessing linked External Sites, you acknowledge and 
accept the associated risks and proceed at your own discretion. 

32. USER RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONFIGURATION 
Users engaging with Social Trade Hub acknowledge and accept full responsibility 
for configuring and overseeing their individual trading parameters within the 
platform. They understand and agree that any financial decisions made within 
Social Trade Hub, including but not limited to setting trade volumes, choosing 
signal providers, or adjusting settings, are entirely and solely the responsibility of 
the user. 

Social Trade Hub provides users with a range of tools and features to customize 
trading parameters based on their preferences and strategies. However, users 
explicitly acknowledge that the platform's guidance or suggestions regarding 



these configurations serve as informational assistance and are not directives or 
guarantees of successful trading outcomes. 

Users acknowledge their exclusive responsibility for making informed decisions 
regarding their trading activities within the platform. They understand that 
configuring settings, choosing signal providers, and adjusting parameters are 
crucial elements influencing trading outcomes, and these decisions should be 
made based on the user's individual risk tolerance and trading preferences. 

By acknowledging this clause, users agree that they are solely accountable for 
their trading decisions and configurations within Social Trade Hub. Users accept 
that any financial consequences resulting from their chosen settings or decisions 
within the platform are their sole responsibility, and they agree not to hold Social 
Trade Hub liable for the outcomes of their individual trading activities. 

33. PERSONAL INFORMATION AND PRIVACY POLICY 
By accessing or using this Website, you approve us to use, store, or otherwise 
process your personal information as per our Privacy Policy. 

34. ERRORS, INACCURACIES, AND OMISSIONS 
We have made every effort to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the 
information provided on this Website. However, we apologize for any errors or 
omissions that may have occurred. Please note that we cannot guarantee that the 
usage of the Website will be error-free, suitable for your intended purpose, or 
timely. We also cannot guarantee that any defects will be corrected or that the 
Website or its server is free of viruses, bugs, or other potentially harmful 
components. While we strive for the full functionality and accuracy of the 
Website, we do not provide any warranties, whether express or implied, 
regarding fitness for a particular purpose or the accuracy of the information. 

35. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES; LIMITATION OF 
LIABILITY 
The Website and the service are provided on an “as is” and “as available” basis 
without any warranties of any kind, including that the Website will operate error-



free or that the Website, its servers, or its content or service are free of computer 
viruses or similar contamination or destructive features. 

We disclaim all licenses or warranties, including, but not limited to, licenses or 
warranties of title, non-violation of third parties' rights, and fitness for a particular 
purpose, and any warranties arising from a matter of dealing, course of 
performance, or usage of trade. In relation to any warranty, contract, or common 
law tort claims: (i) we shall not be liable for any unintended, incidental, or 
substantial damages, lost profits, or damages resulting from lost data or business 
stoppage resulting from the use or inability to access and use the Website or the 
content, even if we have been recommended of the possibility of such damages. 

The Website may comprise technical incorrectness or typographical errors or 
omissions. Unless required by applicable laws, we are not accountable for any 
typographical, technical, or pricing errors recorded on the Website.  The Website 
may contain information on certain services, not all of which are available in every 
location.  A reference to a service on the Websites does not suggest that such 
service is or will be accessible in your location.  We reserve the right to do 
changes, corrections, and/or improvements to the Website at any time without 
notice. 

36. COPYRIGHT AND TRADEMARK 
The Website contains various materials, including software, text, graphics, 

images, designs, sound recordings, audiovisual works, and other content 

(collectively referred to as the "Content"). This Content may be owned by us or 

third parties. Unauthorized use of the Content may violate copyright, trademark, 

and other laws. You do not have any rights to the Content, and you may only 

access and use the Content as permitted under this Agreement. Any other use 

requires our prior written consent. 

When making copies of the Content, you must retain all copyright and proprietary 

notices that are present in the original Content. You are prohibited from 

transferring, licensing, sublicensing, selling, modifying, reproducing, displaying, 

publicly performing, creating derivative versions of, distributing, or using the 

Content in any way for public or commercial purposes. The use or posting of the 

Content on any other website or in a networked computer environment for any 

purpose is expressly forbidden. 



If you violate any part of this Agreement, your permission to access and use the 

Content and the Website automatically terminates, and you must immediately 

delete any copies of the Content that you have made. 

The trademarks, service marks, and logos displayed on the Website are registered 

and unregistered trademarks or service marks owned by us. Other product and 

service names mentioned on the Website may be trademarks or service marks 

owned by others (referred to as "Third-Party Trademarks" together with our 

marks, the "Trademarks"). Nothing on the Website should be interpreted as 

granting any license or right to use the Trademarks without our prior written 

permission for each specific use. You are not allowed to retransmit any of the 

Content without our express written consent for each instance. 

37. INDEMNIFICATION 
You agree to protect, indemnify, and hold us, as well as our officers, directors, 
employees, successors, licensees, and assigns, harmless from any claims, actions, 
or demands, including reasonable legal and accounting fees, that may arise from 
your violation of this Agreement or your misuse of the Content or the Website. If 
such a claim, lawsuit, or proceeding occurs, we will notify you and provide 
assistance, at your expense, in defending against it. We reserve the right, at your 
expense, to take exclusive control of any matter that requires indemnification 
under this section. In such a situation, you agree to cooperate with reasonable 
requests to support our defense of the matter. 

38. MISCELLANEOUS 

SEVERABILITY 
If any provision of these Terms is deemed unenforceable or invalid, that provision 
will be limited or removed to the minimum extent necessary so that the 
remaining Terms remain in full force and effect and are enforceable. 

TERMINATION 
Term: The provision of Services to you may be canceled or terminated by us. We 

reserve the right to terminate these Services at any time, with or without cause, 

upon written notice. Such termination will not incur any liability on our part 



towards you or any third party. Termination of these Terms will result in the 

termination of all your Services subscriptions. 

Effect of Termination: Upon the termination of these Terms for any reason, or 

the cancellation or expiration of your Services: (a) We will cease providing the 

Services; (b) You will not be entitled to any refunds or prorated usage fees, or any 

other fees; (c) Any outstanding fees owed to us will become immediately due and 

payable in full; and (d) We may delete your archived data within 30 days. All 

sections of the Terms that expressly provide for survival, or that are of a nature 

that should survive, will continue to be in effect after termination, including, but 

not limited to, indemnification, warranty disclaimers, and limitations of liability. 

ENTIRE AGREEMENT 
This Agreement constitutes the complete agreement between the parties 

regarding the subject matter contained herein. 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION  

In the event of a dispute between you and the Website Socialtradehub.com, our 
aim is to resolve the dispute quickly and cost-effectively. Therefore, you and the 
Website agree that any claim or controversy arising between us under this 
Agreement or related to the Website and Website Services (a "Claim") will be 
resolved according to the "Dispute Resolution" section below. Prior to resorting to 
these alternatives, you agree to first contact us directly for dispute assistance by 
reaching out to Customer Service. 

GOVERNING LAW AND JUDICIAL RECOURSE 

The terms stated herein will be governed by and interpreted under the laws of 
France, without giving effect to any conflicts of law principles. The Courts of 
France will have exclusive jurisdiction over any dispute arising from the use of the 
Website. 

FORCE MAJEURE 
We will not be held liable to you, your users, or any third party for any failure to 
perform our obligations under these Terms if such non-performance is a result of 
an event beyond our reasonable control, including, but not limited to, acts of war 
or terrorism, natural disasters, power supply failure, riots, civil disorders, or other 
force majeure events. 



ASSIGNMENT 
We have the right to assign or transfer this agreement to any third party, 
including our holding company, subsidiaries, affiliates, associates, and group 
companies, without requiring your consent. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
If you have any questions about these Terms, please contact us at 
contact@socialtradehub.com. 


